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Governors Tackle the Social and Economic
Issues Impacting Health
As awareness grows about the impact of social and economic issues
on health, many governors tackled these challenges in their 2019
state of the state and inaugural addresses, highlighting their priorities
for education, housing, jobs, opioids, the environment, and other
“upstream” issues that influence their residents’ health. NASHP
examined 47 governors’ speeches to identify their social and
economic health-related priorities in a blog and a chart that includes
a summary of their remarks to highlight their upstream health- and
prevention-related plans.

Jobs

NASHP Research Analyst –
Chronic and Vulnerable
Populations

Montana Explores a New Approach to
Regulating Pharmacy Benefit Managers
Montana is taking a new approach to address the opaque business
practices of pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) by leveraging its
insurance department’s regulatory authority over insurance carriers
by proposing a bill that tasks insurers with responsibility for
overseeing that PBMs distribute prescription drug rebates so that
health care costs for consumers will decrease.

NASHP seeks an entrylevel research analyst for its
Chronic and Vulnerable
Populations Team. View the
full job description.

NASHP Health Policy
Associate - Child and Family
Health Team
NASHP seeks a policy
associate for its Child and
Family Health Team. Click
for the full job description.
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What’s Brewing with Medicaid Expansion?
With new governors in office and state legislatures in session,
policymakers in many of the 14 states that have not expanded
Medicaid are considering a variety of proposals to broaden coverage
on their own terms. States that recently expanded Medicaid through
ballot measures are taking different approaches toward
implementation, and other states are considering putting expansion
before voters in 2020. Learn the latest about expansion efforts in this
blog and explore NASHP’s Medicaid expansion map.

Medicaid Incentives
and Measures for
Developmental
Screening
In February, NASHP features its
updated Medicaid Incentives

NASHP’s Health and Housing Institute
Celebrates First Anniversary
This month, the five member states of NASHP’s Health and Housing
Institute marked their first anniversary of breaking down agency silos
and advancing reforms to improve health and housing for vulnerable
populations. With NASHP support, Illinois, Louisiana, New York,
Oregon, and Texas have tackled a variety of topics, including pay-forsuccess, Medicaid waiver authorities, social determinants of health,
and more. Read about the resources they’re developing.

and Measures for
Developmental Screening map.
State Medicaid agencies
promote early identification of
developmental concerns or
delays in young children in a
variety of ways, including
providing financial incentives
and establishing performance
measures. This map
showcases how states have
increasingly established
measures or incentives for

Leveraging State Purchasing Power to Lower
Health Care Spending
2-3:30 p.m. (EST) Thursday, March 7, 2019
This webinar explores how Montana is using reference-based pricing
and North Carolina is implementing this approach to tackle rising
health care costs for state employee insurance. During the webinar,
state health policy officials who are working to standardize prices paid
to hospitals to maintain access and keep spending in check will
discuss their initiatives and answer questions. Register here.

managed care organizations or
providers to increase
developmental screening.
Check out other resources at
the Healthy Child Development
State Resource Center,
supported by the David and
Lucile Packard Foundation.
Submit new resources to
ehiggins@nashp.org.

National Academy for State Health Policy
The National Academy for State Health Policy is a nonpartisan forum of policymakers
throughout state governments, learning, leading and implementing innovative solutions
to health policy challenges.
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